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In 1883 Hamilton Bartlett wrote a series of letters to his closest friend and confidant, 

Henry Carter Adams, documenting his resignation from the Congregational Church and his 

intentions to pursue holy orders in the Protestant Episcopal Church.  The announcement was the 

culmination of a spiritual struggle that could be traced as far back as the evangelical conversions 

which both young men had experienced at Iowa (Grinnell) College in 1873.  Hamilton had been 

the first to “let the intellect go to the devil and with faith go to Christ,” prompting Henry to do 

the same with “a delightful sensation” and with “complete trust and pleasure.”1 Nearly a decade 

later, however, Hamilton could only reflect on how “far away” the two sons of Iowa 

Congregationalist clergymen had strayed from their “fathers’ belief.”2 Henry was climbing in 

academic stature in the field of political economy at the University of Michigan and Cornell 

University, and was a self-confessed “agnostic” regarding the “exterior claims of the church.”3

                                                      
1 Henry [Carter] Adams to Elizabeth Adams, 2 February 1873, Box 1, Henry Carter Adams Papers, Michigan 
Historical Collections, Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan (hereafter BHL); 
Henry Adams, Student Notebook (No. 4) 29 January 1873, Box 14, Henry Carter Adams Papers, BHL. The 
correspondence  featured in this article is generally found in Box 1 unless otherwise specified. 
2 Hamilton Bartlett [hereafter HB] to Henry Carter Adams [hereafter HCA], 12 May 1882. 
3 Henry Adams, Notebook: Orations, Student Notes, Diary, 17 March 1882, Box 14, Henry Carter Adams Papers, 
BHL. 

  

Meanwhile, in Pomfret, Connecticut, Hamilton prepared for a “new sphere” of ministry, eager to 

tear off the “old husk” of Christianity through “reexamination and restatement of the old 

doctrines” so that “careful, profound, and trained thinkers” like his friend Henry might once 
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again see that the Christian faith was “too large a matter to be thrown out before a man [was] 

fifty.”4

For Hamilton Bartlett, the Broad Church movement offered the greatest hope.  Over 

recent years it seemed as if the brightest prospects for the “best young men” were emerging in 

the Protestant Episcopal Church, a denomination that was “destined to gain hold of the affections 

of people in the next generation and to do more than any other to retain religious lives of the 

people.” Yes, the Episcopalians retained some doctrines and “conservative tendencies” that 

Hamilton had come to despise, but they required no assent to the Thirty-Nine Articles on the part 

of the clergy, and he “could use the Apostles’ and Nicene Creed with no more reservations than 

Phillips Brooks.”  On the whole, “a very great latitude in the way of belief” characterized the 

Episcopal Church.  It was not unlike the Unitarians in this regard and, yet, it offered a “superior” 

style of worship.

 

5  Intellectual advancement, after all, required the “dignity and beauty” in all 

things religious that Hamilton had discovered in the Episcopal liturgy.6

When Hamilton first decided to leave the Congregational Church he admitted to Henry 

that he did not “ask [for] a bed of roses anywhere.”  Parish ministry was demanding no matter 

the denomination, and the “theological atmosphere” of the day was “cloudy with distinctive 

mutterings of thunder” across the religious landscape.

  

7

                                                      
4 HB to HCA, 12 May 1882. 
5 HB to HCA, 27 June 1882. 
6 HB to HCA, [n.d.; internal evidence suggests January 1882].  
7 Ibid. 

 Even so, his occasional visits to the local 

Episcopal Church in Pomfret suggested that it represented something quite distinct, and he was 

not alone in recognizing that Episcopalians were a cut above.  While his closest friend, Henry 

Carter Adams, remained a somewhat disgruntled Congregationalist, Hamilton saw himself as a 

member of a new generation of former evangelicals who were ripe and ready for wider horizons 
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of thought and more elevating modes of worship.  He was after something like the Broad Church 

as described by William Stevens Perry in 1885:  “A lofty belief in man’s spiritual possibilities, a 

large hope for man’s eternal destinies, a desire for the careful and critical study of the Bible, and 

an earnest insistence upon the comprehensive character of the Church of Christ…”8

The following examination of Hamilton Bartlett’s quest provides a biographical 

perspective on Broad Churchmanship in the early 1880s.  He was not an influential shaper of the 

movement, nor did he bequeath any published accounts of his liberal mind as it adapted to new 

surroundings.  Certainly the lives and careers of better-known figures like Phillips Brooks or 

William Reed Huntington provide crucial sources for understanding the contours and 

complexities of the Broad Church, but lesser known rank-and-file clergymen cast their own light 

on a movement that prized “individual independence” and the spiritual activism which was often 

carried-over from evangelical backgrounds.

   

9  The particularities of personality, friendship, and 

locality are as revealing as any general characterizations of theological liberalism.10 In a series of 

twenty letters to his friend and, at times, rival, Henry Carter Adams, we see an intimate chronicle 

of Hamilton Bartlett’s search for a different sort of pastoral ministry, one that resonated with the 

emerging ethos of the Broad Church but also redressed some of the troubling personal issues that 

had plagued his early career.11

                                                      
8 William Stevens Perry, The History of the American Episcopal Church, 1587-1883, Vol. II, The Organization and 
Progress of the American Church, 1783-1883 (Boston, Massachusetts: James R. Osgood and Co., 1885), 506. 
9 W. J. Sparrow Simpson, Broad Church Theology (Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Morehouse Publishing Co., 1919), vii; 
Gillis J. Harp, “’We cannot spare you’: Phillips Brooks’s Break with the Evangelical Party, 1859-1872,” Church 
History vol. 68:4 (December 1999): 932; and Brahmin Prophet: Phillips Brooks and the Path of Liberal 
Protestantism (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield, 2003), 37-38. 
10 A portrait of the Broad Church, emphasizing internal diversity, is found in Tod E. Jones, The Broad Church: A 
Biography of a Movement (Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2003).  See also Gary Dorrien, The Making of 
American Liberal Theology: Imagining Progress Religion, 1805-1900 (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John 
Knox Press, 2001), esp. 262-271. 
11 This collection of letters is not complimented in the archives by Henry Carter Adams’ responses.  Although it is 
not a major consideration in this study, occasional references to Hamilton in Henry’s letters to his mother will be 
noted as they reveal his perceptions of Hamilton’s personality and course of action in the early 1880s.    

 Hamilton is illustrative of the movement, but he also 

demonstrates a range of concerns that rendered his shift in ecclesial and theological identity 
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problematic.  Indeed, a “bed of roses” was not to be found, and a close-up investigation of his 

correspondence with Henry reveals the alienation that continued to drive his quest for “purpose, 

aim, and belief.”12

I count him [Hamilton] among by best friends.  He is earnest.  He knows what he wants to 
do and is trying hard to do it.  I am glad that he went into a country parish instead of into a 
citified place, for he was very fastidious, and his contact with farmers will do him good.  On 
the other hand he will do them good.  He will certainly go to a larger and more influential 
place some day.  Yet, he says that on no consideration would he leave his present place for 
some time.  He too says that I have changed though my manner is the same.

  

*** 

 In the fall of 1879, Henry Carter Adams had just received a visit from his former college 

roommate, Hamilton Bartlett. Their time together was brief, but deeply impressionable for 

Henry.  In a letter to his mother, he remarked:  

13

Originally, both Hamilton and Henry had planned to enter the pastoral vocation at the 

same time and enjoy the blessings of mutual encouragement amidst their trials and triumphs.  

After deep soul-searching, however, Henry shifted course in the midst of their theological 

  
 

Henry was referring to Hamilton’s new pastorate in the Congregational Church at Pomfret, 

Connecticut.  He expected his friend to do well in ministry, though perhaps he might encounter 

greater challenges in rural parishes.  Despite Hamilton’s early attempts to “let the intellect go” at 

Iowa College, Henry had known his friend to be bookish and withdrawn, certainly at home in a 

pastor’s study crafting thoughtful sermons, but not so comfortable in social settings, especially in 

less-educated circles. The main thing was fortitude, however, and Hamilton had plenty of that.  

He was determined to make a go of it in the bucolic surroundings of Pomfret, hoping to inform 

and inspire his humble flock in the quest for truth.  Quoting Matthew Arnold, he aimed to bring 

to the pastoral office “the best that has been thought and said in the world.” 

                                                      
12 HCA to Elizabeth Adams, 31 January 1885, Box 2, Henry Carter Adams Papers, BHL. 
13 HCA [Ithaca, NY] to Elizabeth Adams, 14 September 1879. 
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training at Andover Theological Seminary, pursuing doctoral studies in political economy at The 

John Hopkins University and the University of Berlin followed by a dual professorship at Cornel 

University and the University of Michigan.14  Hamilton continued to see his friend’s career as a 

kind of ministry, at least in the sense that it was motivated by the highest of ideals in serving the 

needs of humanity.  What he and Henry shared in common was an interest in the “supremest 

things that have been written,” an enlarged vision of “the present world and all the past,” an 

ongoing commitment to the strengthening of the mind, and the expectation that “intelligent 

people” would give them “their love.”15

 It did not take long for Hamilton’s hopes to be dashed.  In early 1881, he reported to 

Henry that his congregation was “so hard to move.”  “To take in a new idea,” he observed, “so 

stupid are the men that actually not more than two or three are capable of giving me any 

assistance.”  Yes, he must continue to preach, “but one can’t stand it long.”  What he needed was 

“a more wide-awake class of mind.”  We do not know the new ideas that Hamilton was 

communicating to his flock so soon after his arrival in Pomfret, but the remainder of the letter 

provides some indication of what was on his mind.  Along with Henry, he had begun to acquaint 

himself with the works of English writer Thomas Carlyle—a man to be read “patiently and with 

some degree of reverence, as the man whom thought has in this generation had more influence 

   

                                                      
14 Adams’s education and career is widely documented in the literature.  See especially A. W. Coats, “Henry Carter 
Adams: A Case Study in the Emergence of the Social Sciences in the United States, 1850-1900,” Journal of 
American Studies 2 (October 1968): 177-197; John DeBrizzi, “Ideology and Early American Theory: The 
Contributions of Henry Carter Adams,” Journal of the History of Sociology 1 (1979): 63-75.  Adams’s later 
academic career in political economy and his involvement in civil service is prominently featured in Mary O. 
Furner, Advocacy and Objectivity: A Crisis in the Professionalization of American Social Science, 1865-1905 
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1975), pp. 125-142; Edward T. Silva and Sheila A. Slaughter, Serving 
Power: The Making of the Academic Social Science Expert (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1984), pp. 88-119; 
Dorothy Ross, The Origins of American Social Science, Ideas in Context Series (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991), pp. 102-140; and Barbara H. Fried, The Progressive Assault on Laissez Faire: Robert Hale 
and the First Law and Economics Movement (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998), pp. 11-12, 29-41.  
Finally, Henry Carter Adams is featured in a collective biography of secularization at the University of Michigan: 
Philip Harrold, A Place Somewhat Apart: The Private Worlds of a Late Nineteenth-Century Public University, 
Princeton Theological Monograph Series (Eugene, Oregon: Pickwick Publications, 2006). 
15 HB [Pomfret] to HCA [Ann Arbor], 14 June 1880. 
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than any other.”  Through the lens of Carlyle’s much chronicled crisis of faith, Hamilton 

perceived the fundamental shortcomings of Protestantism and the urgent need to redefine the 

Protestant agenda for a modern world: 

As for the present position of Protestantism, I believe that its proper work is a disintegrating 
one—that it was divinely intended for that purpose.  I am very far from believing that we 
have such an understanding of the Bible or of theology as can by any possibility be framed 
into a system for the future.  You will not find such a system in any of the creeds of the past.  
Moreover mankind is still in bondage to the past in many ways.  Laws, institutions of 
society, ideas of art, poetry, oratory, and religion—in all these things we have as yet no 
freedom.  The Catholic Church has been the main force in perpetuating such bondage.  Now 
the mission of Protestantism is to set man’s mind free and this is being done in a two-fold 
way.  The fact of protestation even against ill defined evils stimulates intellectual activity.  
Hence you find Protestant motives most remarkable for mental productions. England and 
Germany are the countries of genius.  Then all this mental activity brings light, discoveries 
are made both of the defects of the old and the possibilities of the new.  The result is 
progress.  This is the mission of Protestantism.   

 
In an atmosphere of friendly rivalry, Hamilton was only too happy to remind a doubtful Henry 

that this new Protestantism was every bit as capable of addressing the highest social ideals as any 

system derived from the study of political economy.  It would also be superior to Catholicism, 

both in belief and organization, and it would include “the idea of a First Cause, a Revelation, and 

the morality of the gospels.”  It would, of course, assign “first place to Jesus” and demand that 

“every knee shall bow to him because of intrinsic worth.”  Relations between rich and poor 

would then be addressed, and theories of art and government would be revised, making for a 

“complete” system.  All this was due to the essential, but often obscured, “merit” of 

Protestantism:  “it has set the mind of man free and given him the key to the future.”16

 If this was a working principle or, at the least, a background assumption for Hamilton, it 

would not be difficult to imagine the resistance which he encountered in his church.  As 

indicated in subsequent correspondence, his frequent comparisons with Henry’s situation only 

made his “audience” seem more backward and “prejudiced.”  His friend’s “star” was rising with 

 

                                                      
16 HB to HCA, 3 January 1881. 
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the successful publication of scholarly articles in prestigious journals like The New Englander 

and The International.  Henry had not only found receptive editors but also a readership that was 

interested in his views on contemporary social and economic problems.  Hamilton’s “star” was 

not expected to rise, certainly not locally, until he achieved some gains in the overall 

“understanding” of his people. In a rare positive assessment of his situation, he observed: 

I really believe my people catch a great deal of my peculiar spirit.  They like, now that they 
are beginning to understand, my conception of Christianity . . . . Some of them are not stupid 
either, but would be a fit audience for any man.  I do not say all that I believe but never that 
which I do not believe.  I presume however that I hold some things in a different way from 
some of my people and that I mean by certain language other than they think.  One must 
teach by degrees or he can teach nothing long.  I would not, for instance, be willing to say 
publicly yet all that I believe about temperance methods . . .   Nor to say how strongly I 
incline to believe in many features of Development.  A little injudicious talking about the 
latter would not only lose me my pulpit but so prejudice people against it that they would 
never candidly examine the theory.  We will therefore go slowly in such matters and for a 
little while talk about nonessential things. 

 
Hamilton was learning to be cautious in broadcasting his “conception” of the Christian faith, 

which was clearly not in-line with the more conservative leanings of his congregation, at least on 

topics like temperance and Darwinian evolution.  Critical self-awareness and discretion were a 

necessity, both out of fear of losing his job and the lingering hope that he might “teach by 

degrees.” In this way, he could maintain some sense of personal integrity and, of course, the 

integrity of the gospel.17

 A gradual approach may have worked for Hamilton if it were not for added complications 

in his pastoral context.  There was, of course, the recurring opposition he felt on each new issue 

that he addressed in his sermons, e.g., Sabbath observance and the “Divine Authority of the 

Bible.”  Even as some members of the congregation were “getting liberal,” he perceived a 

mounting campaign of rejection to his ministry.

 

18

                                                      
17 HB to HCA, 2 March 1881. 
18 HB to HCA, 19 May 1881. 

 The situation was growing so difficult that it 
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brought on feelings of depression.  Soon he reported to Henry that he was “very miserable,” and 

without “resources” in himself or his surroundings to cast away the “evil spirits” that haunted 

him. Adding to these frustrations were the practical hardships he had encountered in his pastoral 

situation.  Having to move a fourth time since his arrival in Pomfret to a more affordable 

boarding house had underscored the general unsettledness of his life.19  By 1882, Hamilton 

would also complain of overwhelming “social and parochial duties,” lack of time for “literary 

work,” and a low salary. “You haven’t any idea,” he told Henry, “of the difficulty of a minister 

position in these days.”20

 In the midst of this downward spiral of pastoral relations, Hamilton shed all restraint and 

delivered a sermon that “attacked” the “creed” of the Congregational Church (the New England 

Confession of 1690), “showing in an unanswerable way that its form has passed out of men’s 

minds and that it no longer represents our belief.” He repeated the sermon a few weeks later, 

with added stress on the need to investigate one’s beliefs, embody them in action, and “be 

progressive.” In yet another sermon, he chronicled the meagerness of faith throughout the 

church, locally and more broadly in evangelical Congregationalism, thanks to the shaky 

foundations of narrow biblicism. Hamilton’s more aggressive stance in his pulpit ministry did 

not go unnoticed. Within a few months a group of leading figures in the parish “remonstrated” 

personally and by letter.

   

21

The trouble here may amount to nothing, probably will, in which case I shall remain another 
year, but no longer.  There is a great advantage in taking a second parish.   You have 
experience and can use it with which to build up a larger and more powerful influence.  
Then too I can never be happy here.  I lack companionship.  The men are good, but not 

 As always, Hamilton relayed the details to Henry along with his 

general assessment of the situation: 

                                                      
19 HB to HCA, 31 March 1881.  Hamilton admitted that each move was becoming more difficult if for no other 
reason than he was accumulating more books. 
20 HB to HCA, 27 June 1882 and 4 December 1882. 
21 HB to HCA, 31 March 1881.   
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intelligent, nor well informed and with most of them I find conversation stupid and they are 
not always exactly at ease with me.  In short, I can see that . . . it would be only a question of 
time that dissatisfaction should arise.  So I shall go away ere long.22

The fact is these old people have been educated under the influences of supernaturalism . . . . 
They still expect the miraculous.  The education of us younger men has been upon a 
different basis.  Modern science has taught us that God acts invariably through natural 
causes.  When we assert this, old people misunderstand, [and] think we deny God’s agency, 
and drive away their best teachers.  Free speech in the pulpit is not possible now and you 
would be surprised if you knew how much ministers keep back their real views from the 
people.  I get cautions from all quarters.  One of the oldest ministers told me the other day 
that he was silent about many things.  ‘I should scandalize my people’, he said, ‘did I tell 
them what I believe about the Old Testament.’ This to me does not seem honest or safe.  
‘Can’t you be quiet about these things?’ men ask of me.  Tell them a little more slowly, 
carefully, preach in short what we believe.  I have had to ask that no such proposition ever 
again be made to me.  It is surprising what little conception people have of the idea of 
growth either in mind or character. ‘Salvation’ is in their opinion a mere holding on to the 
creed, which they can’t even repeat, which they never look at, their copy is lost, the rats 
have made nests of it.  Hither too I have protested loudly against such ideas and have tried to 
make people feel how much larger idea of salvation is necessary and how beautiful, useful, 
and delightful is a growing belief in God’s word as a much sublimer, loftier and more 
significant thing than the Bible which contains it, in science, history, art and humanity.

 
   
As Hamilton perceived the situation, “free speech in the pulpit” was under attack. Within a 

year’s time, he shared another incident with Henry that underscored the mounting threats to his 

freedom and integrity: 

23

From the onset of his pastorate, Hamilton’s frustrations had been compounded by a 

volatile mixture of personal and professional disappointments.  “As often as I begin a stirring 

with enthusiasm and earnestness,” he observed, “so often I get hurled back, bruised and angry by 

the rocky indifference and coldness of these people.”  He was persistently “morbid and 

unhappy,” finding no pleasure in what seemed to be a failed start to his career in ministry.

 
 

24

                                                      
22 HB to HCA, 19 May 1881. 
23 HB to HCA, 3 May 1882. 
24 HB to HCA, 27 July 1881. 

 The 

great expectations he had for his rural congregation in Pomfret exceeded its native capacities, 

and the perceived gaps enlarged and multiplied as the months rolled by.   
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Among his many disappointments was the negative reaction to the “new form” of 

worship which he introduced in early 1882.  In a long and difficult letter to Henry, he recalled: 

I have long been dissatisfied with some of our forms of worship, notably with the method of 
receiving members, and the communion order, regarding the latter as utterly cold and 
unimpressive.  Yesterday I adopted a new form, made up myself from Episcopal and 
Presbyterian forms, and to my mind of great dignity and beauty.  But I find these people of 
mine in horrible and laughable distress.  It is mere stupidity or bigotry, although the latter is 
really the former.  I shall be compelled to the old method and shall make no further effort to 
reform the service here.  I despise the prejudice that refuses a beautiful thing because your 
religious neighbors have used it.  
 

It was enough that his parishioners had largely rebuffed his new conception of Protestant 

religion, but to resist his “dignified” approach to worship was more than Hamilton could bear.  

For the first time he confessed to Henry that, short of abandoning the ministry altogether, he was 

giving serious thought to joining the Episcopal Church.25

The Unitarians had been an option, but they were “going to seed” and didn’t seem 

“particularly helpful to people.” Even worse, their pattern of worship was no more “superior” 

  Aesthetics seems to have been the 

initial draw for him, especially in terms of liturgical form, but he was also convinced that the 

serenity of formal worship possessed broader social and economic implications: 

The Episcopal church . . . does offer a method of worship superior to our own and which 
may I think be made to refresh and spiritualize the lower classes—as religion needs to do.  I 
believe it to be the church which is destined to gain hold of the affections of people in the 
next generation and to do more than any other to retain religious lives of the people. 

 
In Hamilton’s estimation, Protestantism, at least in its narrow evangelical form, was losing its 

place in a rapidly changing world, out of touch with the spiritual needs of the poor and the 

progressive ideals of the intellectuals. One way to address the problem was to recover the 

ameliorative function of a more elevated form of worship. This was the last ingredient in his 

vision of a new Protestant faith—a reconstructed faith that could find its proper home only in the 

more accommodating context of the Episcopal Church. 

                                                      
25 HB to HCA, [January 1882]. 
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than that of the Congregationalists.  The Episcopalians, on the other hand, offered a comparable 

“latitude in the way of belief,” with no required subscriptions to creeds or confessions, even as 

they retained a high regard for the depth and richness of Christian worship. A prominent 

“liberal” like Phillips Brooks showed how progressive thought could be readily accommodated 

in this venerable tradition.  And, like Brooks, Hamilton knew that he could accept “all [the] 

forms of worship and be content under them” without becoming a “ritualist.”26 Already 

acquainted with the internal divisions in the Episcopal Church, he consciously disassociated 

himself from the “conservative tendencies” of the Anglo-Catholic and Evangelical parties.27

My dissatisfaction with my present position has grown until I cannot honestly remain where 
I am.  I no longer believe the fundamental principle of our order, which is that each church 
may do as it pleases, while our forms of worship have never suited me.  I have hoped for a 
change in these latter, but shall probably never live to see it.  Besides I find a greater waste 
of time and effort in our church than in any other . . . . If I remain in the Congregational 
ministry I am certain to be opposed and thwarted in many things in which I am most 
interested, while in another church I may be able to work more freely.

 The 

choice was now clear: Hamilton Bartlett would become a Broad Churchman in the Protestant 

Episcopal Church. 

*** 

Once the final decision was made, Hamilton informed his friends, beginning with Henry, 

and announced his plans to his Congregational constituents in Pomfret. To Henry, he explained: 

28

                                                      
26 HB to HCA, 7 July 1882. 
27 HB to HCA, [January 1882]. 
28 HB [Salisbury, Massachusetts] to HCA , 7 November 1883. 

 
 
He had already acknowledged that the higher salary and general “ease” and “society” of ministry 

in the Episcopal Church would provide the long sought opportunity for study and a “cultivated” 

social life.  
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Unfortunately, we have no record of the explanation, if any, Hamilton gave to his congregation 

or to the local association of Congregational ministers.  The scant details of his final days in 

Pomfret suggest only that he was eager to depart on positive terms.29

The bishop referred to was Thomas M. Clark, consecrated Bishop of Rhode Island in 1854 and a 

moderate Broad Churchman.

 

Hamilton timed his resignation to allow for a period of intellectual refreshment in the 

Boston libraries.  He also planned to acquaint himself with the various operations and leading 

figures of the Episcopal churches throughout the New England region.  His sights were clearly 

set upon the prospects of a more fruitful ministry, and good relations with his first bishop offered 

a promising sign: 

I have been to see the bishop.  I went literally ‘not knowing whither I was going,’ and 
expecting to wait for employment for six months, according to the canons of the church; but 
I found that the bishop knew all about me from Pomfret people, was disposed to consider me 
a valuable accession, about which I did not undeceive him, and would give me work at once.  

 

30  He had concluded that Hamilton was a “valuable accession” 

because of input he had received from “Pomfret people” in the local Episcopal Church. By 

November of 1883, he confirmed Hamilton and immediately placed him on the fast-track to holy 

orders by appointing him “assistant” at Grace Church in Providence, Rhode Island.  As a 

postulant, he would enjoy a “desirable position” in a prestigious parish where he could “learn all 

the working of the church” under competent local clergy.31

What most immediately mattered to Hamilton was that he find an economically secure 

position in a well established church. After all, he could never hope to find a suitable wife or 

  

                                                      
29 HB [Pomfret] to HCA, 4 December 1882.  Hamilton was pleased to report that despite all of its upheavals, the 
parish prospered “more than others around,” and thirteen would be joining the month after his departure. 
30 See Clark’s Reminiscences, 2nd Edition (New York: Thomas Whittaker, 1895), 53-65.  Clark can be described as a 
moderate Broad Churchman who insisted that “Christianity is always the same and is always changing,” with no 
right “to go beyond” the Apostles’ and Nicene Creeds, yet committed to a Gospel that bore “directly upon society.”  
He certainly would have approved of Hamilton’s broadening tendencies:  “we are getting to have a broader view of 
what is meant by the term salvation, believing that it includes the idea of salvation in this world as well as in the 
next” (p. 61).  Clark became Presiding Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in 1899. 
31 HB [Salisbury, Massachuesetts] to HCA, 7 November 1883. 
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enjoy the blessings of marriage and family if he lacked stable employment. He had wearied of 

the chronic poverty of the Congregational ministry, forcing some to “find places by methods to 

which a man ought not to resort.”  In the long run, of course, he also needed to find a position 

where he would no longer be “opposed and thwarted” for expressing his deepest convictions.  

Perhaps his “dream” would finally come true much as it had for Henry. “I am older than you 

[and] have waited longer,” he wrote his friend, and he had his share of “illusions” as well, but 

had “been taught by them,” and “would far rather have had them than to have been the cold, 

unfeeling thing that is not attracted by truth and beauty of character wherever it exists.” He and 

Henry would continue reading the likes of William Wordsworth, Thomas Carlyle, and Matthew 

Arnold, exchanging their views on this “bright and… excellent tonic” through letters, and 

Hamilton might also do some writing. They would also enjoy the occasional “tramp” (walk or 

hike) together in places like the White Mountains of New Hampshire, rekindling their friendship 

and their friendly rivalry.32

By 1884, Hamilton had found a serious prospect for a wife—a woman of refined social 

pedigree named Jenny—even as he acknowledged the “long period of uncertainty” still ahead of 

him.  His letters to Henry were fewer in number and less substantive, but still appreciative of his 

friend’s “sympathy.”

 

33

                                                      
32 HB [Salisbury, Massachuesetts] to HCA, 7 November 1883.   
33 HB [Providence] to HCA, 20 June 1884. 

 The correspondence also suggests that he had found some of the 

intellectual stimulation and theological openness which had drawn him to the Broad Church.  His 

rector in the Providence church was “loved” by parishioners even as he addressed in irenic style 

the challenges of the day, including agnosticism.  After some encouragement from Hamilton, 

Henry attended a Detroit meeting of the Church Congress, a Broad Church organization in the 

Protestant Episcopal Church where he heard the popular lecturer and political economist Henry 
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George speak on the topic, “Is Our Civilization Just to Working Men?”34

While Hamilton was pleased to be closely associated with people who made “serious 

business” of “ideals like religion, culture, [and] character,” he confessed to having “fewer 

intimate companions” and some of the loneliness and disorientation that comes from entering a 

new arena and ethos of church life.  This was all part of the calling to “unselfish labor” for the 

“better order” of society that both he and Henry had undertaken in their varied careers. In a 

reflective mood in late December of 1884, he wrote to his friend that “no servant of mankind, let 

him be but heroic and faithful, can lose his reward.  Let him wear his crown of thorns and bear 

his cross.  At last the heedless world will take note of him and shine to honor him according to 

his dessert.”  This image of the selfless reformer, alienated by a callous or contentious society, 

continued to inform much of Hamilton’s self-perception as he journeyed into the Broad Church.  

Even as he found his aspirations echoed in organizations like the Church Congress, he still felt a 

dissonance with the day-to-day realities of pastoral ministry.

  Hamilton was happy 

to report that reform-minded visionaries, Christian socialists, and proponents of the new social 

gospel not unlike George could be found throughout the Episcopal Church.  For this reason, he 

advised Henry, “you can trust the church at last to accept your position…” 

35 In Henry’s estimation, Hamilton 

had always been deficient in social skills, but he was also deeply affected by the “want of moral 

perception which he meets among the members of his own society.” 36 Indeed, he was beginning 

to think that “Christ’s teachings,” as properly restored in the new Protestantism, might not be 

“practicable” in any church at the local level.37

                                                      
34 HB to HCA, 3 October 1884; and HCA to Elizabeth Adams, 6 October 1884, Box 1, Henry Carter Adams Papers, 
BHL.  See HB [Providence] to HCA, 20 January 1885, where Hamilton refers to George’s book Progress and 
Poverty (1879) as the most moving book he has ever read.  
35 HB to HCA, 26 November 1884.  Hamilton also refers to the Church Congress in HB to HCA, 20 January 1885. 
36 HCA to Elizabeth Adams, 31 January 1885. 
37 HB to HCA, 26 November 1884. 

 Hamilton and Henry both struggled to stand with 

conviction “before the world” and knew that in some sense there would always be a conscious 
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distance between themselves and the humanity they served. Such was the nature of the 

necessarily “disintegrating” function of modern faith. Hamilton opined that it was also inevitable 

for men who, like Arnold and Carlyle, had “peculiar ideas about the meaning of the word 

‘God.’”38

Gradually, it became clear to Henry that he and Hamilton were facing into this world 

more “widely apart.”

   

39 As each made their peace with the opportunities and limits of their 

vocations, and as the prospects of marriage and family moved into the foreground, their need for 

mutual support amidst the rigors of “living in daily communion with a great idea” diminished.40

Hamilton Bartlett did not ask “for a bed of roses anywhere,” not even in the Broad 

Church.  But he did hope that a “very great latitude in the way of belief” and a “much larger idea 

of salvation” would stimulate intellectual production and progress in the new Protestantism.  If 

only his “peculiar spirit” and the men of “genius” could overcome the biblicism, creedalism, 

supernaturalism,  and “stupidity” of the “present form of Protestantism,” there might at last be “a 

lofty belief in man’s spiritual possibilities, a larger hope for man’s eternal destinies,” and all the 

  

In his last preserved letter to Henry, dated 31 August 1890, a happily married Hamilton wrote on 

his friend’s wedding day of their “self-containment and absorption” in undertaking so many 

things that were “good but not complete.”  Hamilton, long since ordained to the priesthood, had 

just been reassigned to a new parish in Delaware, and Henry was beginning a new stage in his 

career that would involve him more deeply in the Progressive reform movement and all the 

politics associated therewith.  Their exchange of letters had finally come to an end, this after a 

decade of advising and consoling each other in the mutual quest for “purpose, aim, and belief.”   

* * * 

                                                      
38 HB to HCA, 13 March 1885. 
39 HCA to Elizabeth Adams, 31 January 1885. 
40 HB to HCA, 10 November 1888. 
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other aspirations of the liberal and progressive mind.  The Broad Church was the imagined 

community where such a mind could be properly nurtured.  It was not a ‘church,’ of course, but 

an association of like-minded individuals captivated by “the best that has been thought and said 

in the world.” It harbored no prejudice against “a beautiful thing,” welcoming the “superior” 

worship found in the Episcopal liturgy without succumbing to ritualism. Through its dignified 

forms and liberated theology, the “lower classes” would be refreshed and spiritualized, and the 

“intelligent people” would give the “best young men” their “love.” There would also be greater 

opportunity to study and write, with the securities and comforts suited to the “ideals” of 

“religion, culture, [and] character.”  

Hamilton brought what he knew of the Broad Church with him when he joined the 

Protestant Episcopal Church in 1883.  Popular American figures like Phillips Brooks and English 

writers like Thomas Carlyle and Matthew Arnold had filled his imagination with high ideals and 

worthy ambitions, all of this translated into the “unselfish labor” for the “better order” of society 

to which he and his friend Henry Carter Adams had been called. Of course, there was also the 

“dignified” worship and the immediate benefits of a supportive ecclesiastical culture for 

professional ministry. It was certainly no minor point that Broad Church Episcopalians seemed 

to be properly cared for in concrete ways:  greater financial compensation, more relaxed pastoral 

schedules, and, of course, wider acceptance of individual “peculiarities” in the pulpit and 

beyond.  

What also mattered to Hamilton, however, was that he receive the “affections of people.” 

Acceptance at an intellectual level was one thing, but to be loved by people was quite another.  

This was an expression of the affective aspect of moral reasoning which had deep roots in the 
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ethical piety of his otherwise lost evangelical religion.41

The most pressing need, for Hamilton, was to gain the sort of influence which could only 

come through spiritual “companionship.”  While Henry’s star had risen through a widening 

audience of readers, Hamilton hoped that his own star would rise as he gradually taught his 

congregations to claim the freedom afforded by the new Protestantism.  Alas, his great 

disappointment in the end was, in his friend’s words, the “want of moral perception” of his “own 

society.”  Hamilton’s cross to bear was a lingering sense of alienation, a perceived gap between 

the communion of ideas and the communion of people.  His inability to bridge this gap was the 

chief cause for a nagging feeling of isolation that continued into the new “arena” of Broad 

Churchmanship.  With penetrating insight, Henry recognized this:  “I used to have great hopes 

for [Hamilton], but he does not understand men, and is too much wrapped up in his own 

conceptions and hero worship, and has too little real faith in humanity. . .”

 The feeling of sympathetic relations 

binding members of an audience to each other and to a preacher was a powerful indicator of 

harmonized sentiments and responsiveness to the call.  The feeling ran just as deep for his friend 

Henry, who had transposed it into the academic discipline of moral philosophy and progressive 

activism. Both realized the call in terms of serving humanity and the effects in terms of receiving 

“note,” “honor,” and ultimately the “affections” of those who they were called to serve.  

42

                                                      
41 For general background on the nineteenth-century phenomenon of sympathy, its evangelical sources, and its 
liberal applications see Sandra Sizer, “Politics and Apolitical Religion: The Great Urban Revivals of the Late 
Nineteenth Century,” Church History 48 (1979): 81-98; Richard Rabinowitz, The Spiritual Self in Everyday Life: 
The Personal Religious Experience in Nineteenth-Century New England (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 
1989), esp. 204f; Elizabeth B. Clark, “‘The Sacred Rights of the Weak’: Pain, Sympathy, and the Culture of 
Individual Rights in Antebellum America,” The Journal of American History 82 (September 1995): 463-493; and, 
most recently, Leigh Eric Schmidt, Restless Souls: The Making of American Spirituality from Emerson to Oprah 
(San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2005), 114-129.  
42 HCA to Elizabeth Adams, 21 May 1883.  Based on the declining level of intimacy evidenced in their letters by 
1883, it seems likely that Henry never had the heart to share this observation directly with his friend. 
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We must not overlook the fact that like so many other aspiring young clergymen in his 

day, Hamilton Bartlett had struggled with a faltering career.43 Those who had been shaken at an 

early age by evangelical revivalism often found it difficult to sort through the deeper religious 

questions that came with maturity and, most especially, the choice of a career. Neither Hamilton 

nor Henry had weathered these storms with their evangelical convictions intact. In his academic 

discipline, Henry acquired what historian Dorothy Ross calls an “oppositional Christian 

conscience,” redirecting and redefining what remained of his religious convictions in new arenas 

of inquiry and action.44  Hamilton acquired much the same spirit in his advocacy of a progressive 

revision of Protestant faith. To be ‘Protestant’ in this sense was to believe in the virtue of 

defiance against complacent, inept, or corrupt authority.  “Such resistance,” Roger Lundin 

observes, required “a strenuous effort of the will,” and it had to be “freely chosen to be 

considered virtuous.”45 It was as if Hamilton’s vocation had to take on the burden of self-

definition—one’s whole “purpose, aim, and belief”—which formerly had been circumscribed by 

evangelical conversion.  This was, indeed, “serious business,” every bit as “heroic and faithful” 

as the original Protestant reformers, and just as determined to seek a spiritual following among 

those being served.46

Gillis Harp has shown that in figures like Philipps Brooks the transition from evangelical 

piety to Broad Church activism was complicated by a range of personal, social, intellectual, and 

theological factors.  Among the most acute sources of tension was the lingering influence of 

early evangelical experiences amidst the embrace of theological liberalism.

 

47

                                                      
43 Dorrien, The Making of American Liberal Theology, 263-270.  Dorrien illustrates the struggle with faltering 
careers by former evangelicals in Theodore Munger and Washington Gladden. 
44 Dorothy Ross, The Origins of American Social Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 102-140. 
45 Roger Lundin, The Culture of Interpretation: Christian Faith and the Postmodern World (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1993), 139. 
46 HB to HCA, 14 June 1880. 
47 Harp, Brahmin Prophet, 37-38. 

  Hamilton 
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Bartlett’s letters to Henry Carter Adams indicate that a conscious dissociation from their 

“fathers’ belief” was accompanied by an equally powerful pursuit of sympathy and affection 

from those they were called to serve.  As he journeyed into the more accommodating arena of 

Broad Churchmanship Hamilton came to realize that this need remained unsatisfied.  At a certain 

level, he still lacked the acceptance and mutual understanding that he had long come to expect as 

a person “of susceptibility and high feeling,” serving like all great preachers in the spiritual 

reformation of the church and, indeed, the world.48 This would be expected, of course, for any 

reformer who was still laboring for a good that had yet to be realized. But there was also a 

personal dimension to the struggle and only a friend like Henry could pinpoint the other cause of 

Hamilton’s continued alienation. “Living in daily communion with a great idea” had always been 

a risky proposition in the sustenance of sympathy. Faith in ideas had gradually diminished 

Hamilton’s faith in people, and in the Broad Church’s “lofty belief in man’s spiritual 

possibilities,” the latter mattered as much as the former.  Perhaps Hamilton anticipated this 

deficit of faith when, at the start of his quest, he remarked to Henry that he did not “ask for a bed 

of roses anywhere.”49

                                                      
48 HB to HCA, 14 June 1880. 
49 Italics added for emphasis. 

     


